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Abstract: The most recent research confirms that airborne transmission may be the dominant mode
of SARS-CoV-2 virus spread in the interior spaces of buildings. Consequently, based on some pre-
scriptions that implemented natural ventilation during face-to-face lessons in a university centre,
an experimental characterization of several complementary options aimed at reinforcing the pre-
vention and safety of the occupants was carried out. The action protocol adopted was based on the
combination of mandatory natural ventilation, a maximum contribution of outdoor air supply in
the air conditioning system, and the use of filtering devices located inside the classroom. All the
strategies were incorporated concomitantly with necessary compliance with the basic conditions of
social distance, occupation, use of masks and guidelines for use and cleaning within educational
buildings. The suitability of this protocol was further evaluated throughout the teaching day with
students and teachers by measuring the CO2 concentration. The results showed that the measures
implemented successfully removed the possible pollutants generated inside.

Keywords: indoor air quality; COVID-19; educational buildings; air purifier; airborne transmission

1. Introduction

Throughout the current global pandemic caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus, there has
been a significant evolution of the knowledge of contagion. In the early stages of preventive
action, the recognized contagion mechanisms were [1]:

• Direct contact between a healthy person and an infected person;
• Indirect contact or transmission through fomites, in which a healthy individual gets

infected through his/her mucosae or conjunctiva after touching a contaminated object
or surface;

• Close contact through respiratory droplet transmission and contact routes. “Large
droplets” or “ballistic droplets” (greater than approximately 100 µm) are expelled by
an infected person when coughing, sneezing and, to a lesser extent, when speaking.

At the beginning of February 2020, it was still not considered necessary for the
population to wear face masks. In this way, mandating the population to assume protection
mechanisms that might not make sense was avoided [2]. It was in May 2020 when the
mandatory use of masks was decreed in Spain [3], following the pattern of the rest of the
developed countries, with the predominant aim of blocking the emission of “large droplets”
infected with the virus.

Only recently, in April 2021, has the World Health Organization (WHO) begun to
as-sess airborne transmission, although emphasis continues to be placed on the fomite path
and large droplets [4]. However, there is a current endorsement by a growing number of
scientists who do not agree with this limited view [5].

In the field of interior spaces in buildings, the term bioaerosol includes the droplets
exhaled by people which can be between 0.4 and 100 µm and remain suspended in the air
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for a long time [6]. In other contexts, the emission sources can be any living beings in any
terrestrial or marine ecosystem.

At an early date (July 2020), the Directorate of the Architecture Technical School in
Valladolid developed a supplementary strategy to face a possible airborne transmission
method in addition to the strict measures adopted regarding social distance, occupancy,
the use of masks and guidelines for the use and cleaning of the building.

It is important to inform society that bioaerosols may be the dominant mode of
transmission of the SARS-CoV-2 virus, with some contribution from the fomite pathway
and an even smaller contribution of large droplets.

2. State of the Art
2.1. Bioaerosols and SARS-CoV-2

Bioaerosols can contain in their structure:

• Pathogenic bacteria and fungi;
• Virus;
• Allergens and endotoxins;
• Pollen and plant fibres.

The size of an individual SARS-CoV-2 virus is very small (around 0.10 µm), which
enables its lodgement in the bioaerosols generated by an infected person (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Dimensions of SARS-CoV-2 [7] and its possible distribution within a bioaerosol.

The virus uses the bioaerosol as a means of transport and, depending on the bioaerosol’s
size, can affect different organs of the recipient body, which in turn influences the viral
load that will determine the contagion.

All bioaerosols smaller than 100 µm can be inhaled. There are three main mechanisms
for the deposition of bioaerosols in the respiratory tract (Figure 2):

• The larger ones, once aspirated, do not transcend beyond the vicinity of the nostrils
and mouth, since they move with difficulty and impact with the walls of those cavities;

• Bioaerosols smaller than 10 µm can penetrate deeper into the respiratory tract and the
viruses contained in them can reach its receptors;

• For bioaerosols in the range around 0.3 µm, a singular fact occurs: a significant
percentage of bioaerosols are deposited in the respiratory tract when inhaling and are
released again when exhaling. This range matches the aerosols of cigarette smoke,
and that is the reason why smoke is exhaled when smoking;

• Finally, the smallest bioaerosols are very diffusive, having a high Brownian movement,
so that many of them do not transcend beyond the nostrils and mouth.

2.2. Classification of the Droplets Emitted by People

In the case of sedentary or light activity (1.0 to 1.2 met), human emissions through the
respiratory tract are limited to events such as breathing, speaking, coughing or sneezing.
In each of these events, a mixture of air and droplets of different sizes and at a variable
speed is exhaled (Table 1).
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Table 1. Average emission per person and event [8].

Event Droplets Generated
(Per Event)

Velocity
(m/s)

Exhaled Air
(L)

Sneezing 100,000–1,000,000 20–50 1.2
Coughing 3000–10,000 10 1.2

Talking 3900/min 5 700 (1 h)
Breathing 1200/min 1 800 (1 h)

Their distribution based on sizes also varies according to the type of event, which in-
fluences the way in which contagion from the infected person could occur (Figure 3, [9–12]).
A usual classification establishes three ranges of size:

• Larger droplets (greater than 300 µm);
• Transition droplets (size between 100 and 300 µm);
• Bioaerosols (smaller than 100 µm).
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2.3. Evaporation

Evaporation processes affect bioaerosols emitted by people. Thus, the distribution
according to droplet size is not only dependent on the event but also a transformation
through evaporation (Figure 4). This significantly affects the transition droplets (between
100 and 300 µm).
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Figure 4. Droplet evaporation process (taken from Verreault, 2008 [13]).

Thus, the rate of evaporation of the droplets depends on the humidity conditions of
the environment (the lower the humidity, the higher the evaporation) and the emission
speed (depending on the type of event). Based on these parameters, part of the droplets
precipitate and others undergo an evaporation process, which allows them to diffuse as
bioaerosols (Figure 5). Large droplets are those that could cause infection if they hit the
eyes, nose, or mouth of a healthy person. In these cases, social distance greater than 1 m
serves as effective protection, as well as the mandatory use of masks.
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Figure 5. Behaviour of emissions according to their diameter [14].

It is the particles smaller than 100 µm that normally acquire the properties of an
air-diffused bioaerosol, which, when inhaled, transmit the disease through the respiratory
tract.

A fundamental question is to know how long the SARS-CoV-2 virus remains infectious
in bioaerosols emitted by a patient. The life expectancy of the virus is conditioned by the
loss of viral infectivity.

However, there is still no consensus on this matter since the time varies between 1 and
3 h under typical temperature and humidity conditions (20 ◦C and 50% RH) [15–17]. This
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range of time is important in order to confirm that any virus present in the air of a room
has lost its contagiousness after a few hours. On the other hand, it has been demonstrated
that the virus remains infectious over much longer periods of time on surfaces (Table 2).

Table 2. SARS-CoV-2 viability in different materials [15].

Material Time that SARS-CoV-2
Remains Infectious on Surfaces

Plastic 72 h–3 days
Stainless steel 48 h–2 days
Paperboard 4 h

Copper 1–3 h

2.4. Dynamic Behaviour of Bioaerosols

Once the droplet is emitted by the infected person, its dynamic behaviour is deter-
mined by the simultaneous and combined action of a system of forces. The acting forces
are the gravity force, the buoyancy force and the drag force (Figure 6). The preponderance
of one over the others basically depends on the size of the droplet, which determines its
diffusion and permanence in the air of the room.
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In the case of the larger droplets, the drag force (from the impulse speed) and the
gravity force are dominant, so their impact or their precipitation is favoured after a few
seconds. In the case of bioaerosols, buoyancy is the main force, favouring their diffusion
and increasing their permanence in the air.

2.5. Standard Protocol

Therefore, it is verified that bioaerosols serve as a vehicle for transporting the SARS-
CoV-2 virus when they are emitted from an infected person. Its diffusion capacity is very
wide, being able to follow a highly variable pathway from its emission until the bioaerosol
leaves the room or the virus loses its infectivity. For this reason, it is necessary to adequately
ventilate interior spaces.

The instructions received from the government authorities [18] motivated the devel-
opment of a first strategy in the classrooms throughout the 2020/2021 school year:

• The frequent opening of the windows was established (without specifying time);
• In air conditioning systems, the supply of outside air was maximized (up to 50% of

the circulating flow);
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• Low occupancy of the classrooms was set;
• A safe distance between people was determined (1.5 m).

Although the measures were correct as a basic prevention mechanism, a series of
drawbacks that could affect the desired level of prevention were identified:

• Natural ventilation was relied upon as the primary mechanism for removing indoor
polluted air. Problems derived from its random and chaotic nature were not consid-
ered. This caused long periods in which a stable ventilation airflow was not achieved
(due to the lack of wind pressure, limited indoor/outdoor thermal gradient, absence
of cross flow in the room, little stack effect, etc.);

• Thermal discomfort in the classrooms during the cold season was identified, which
entailed the reduction of the cognitive abilities of the students and risk to their health;

• In the case of natural ventilation flows, the appearance of annoying drafts was verified.
Thus, the indoor air mixing patterns were altered, and, as a consequence, there were
large unventilated short-circuit areas.

Accordingly, in order to supplement the above measures and increase the prevention
of possible contagion, an experimental study was carried out [19]. The indoor air quality
(IAQ) was assessed assuming strict compliance with the aforementioned provisions, and
alter-native proposals based on the use of air purifiers were evaluated.

3. Methods
3.1. Experimental Study in a Typical Classroom

Successive tests were carried out in a representative classroom of the building of the
Architecture Technical School of the University of Valladolid (Figure 7) under different
ventilation conditions.
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Figure 7. Typical classroom of the Architecture Technical School in Valladolid.

The classrooms have an air conditioner that vertically blows heat-treated air into the
room through three inlets in the ceiling and recirculates the indoor air, which is mixed with
fresh outside air (50% of the airflow, as a preventive measure against SARS-CoV-2). The
windows were modified to allow total opening of their openable surface.

Tests were carried out according to the concentration drop method. In this way,
aerosols were released in a controlled way up to a certain concentration, achieving homoge-
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neous distribution by means of fans located inside the classroom. Once the concentration
was stabilized, measurements were taken with six sensors (S1 to S6) distributed through-out
the room.

To simulate the behaviour of bioaerosols, the emission of smoke was used, since they
behave in an analogous way: the smoke contains aerosols with a similar range of sizes (the
visible part of the smoke) and gases (recognizable by their smell, which do not constitute a
vehicle for virus transport).

The behaviour of smoke emission is analogous to that of bioaerosols released in an
environment. When a person smokes, the smoke does not fall to the ground quickly, but
rather concentrates in front of the smoker and then mixes with the airflows. If this occurs in
a poorly ventilated room, the smoke accumulates. In these situations, only a small fraction,
less than 10%, is deposited on the interior surfaces, and the rest remains floating in the
environment until the interior air is renewed.

The concept of smoke serves also to illustrate a situation between two people [18]
where one person is exhaling smoke and the other wishes to inhale as little of it as possible:
this is how the chances of contagion are reduced. This experience carries over to the use
of masks: the aerosols are filtered with the masks, but the gases are not. The fact that the
odour penetrates the mask does not mean that the mask is not retaining the aerosols.

A smoke machine (1.2 kW model Fz-1200) was used to carry out the tests. Its operation
consisted of the combustion of oils that emit fumes with bioaerosols analogous to the
composition of the air, allowing its traceability in its airflow path, as well as measuring its
concentration by means of multipurpose sensors.

3.2. Filtering Device

As a significant improvement to the initial protocol, it was proposed to incorporate an
air filtration device into the classroom. The mechanical capture of particles and aero-sols
was done by means of a HEPA H14 filtering surface with an efficiency greater than 99.995%.
The efficiency represents the percentage of particles that each type of filter can retain with
respect to the most penetrating particle size (MPPS), which is normally be-tween 0.15 and
0.25 µm. Thus, a HEPA H14 filter with an efficiency of 99.995% for a particle size of greater
penetration of 0.15 µm implies that for every 100,000 particles of that size, the filter only
allows 5 of them to pass through. For particles of other sizes, the filter has an even higher
retention capacity.

The flow rates treated depend on the adjustable flow rate (SETPOINT), according to
the data supplied by the manufacturer (Figure 8):
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A parameter that requires further study is the flow pattern of treated and contaminated
air in order to determine the recommended position and height of the air purifiers within
the classroom [20]. For the tests conducted for this study, the device was placed in a
central position in the space. Since a mixture flow pattern was achieved inside the studied
classroom, it was possible to determine that adequate purification of the polluted air was
guaranteed [21–25].

4. Results

The experimental study consisted of 12 cases with different configurations regarding
the opening of windows and doors, the operation of the air conditioning system with the
supply of outdoor air, and the use of a filtration device:

• Case 1: 100% of the windows open and doors closed. Air conditioning system off;
• Case 2: 50% of the windows open and 50% of the doors open. Air conditioning system

off;
• Case 3: 100% of the windows open and 100% of the doors open. Air conditioning

system off;
• Case 4: 100% of the windows and doors closed. Constant air filtration flow (400 m3/h)

through a HEPA 14 filter. Air conditioning system off;
• Case 5: 100% of the windows and doors closed. Constant air filtration flow (330 m3/h)

through a HEPA 14 filter. Air conditioning system off;
• Case 6: 100% of the windows open and doors closed. Air conditioning system on;
• Case 7: 50% of the windows open and 50% of the doors open. Air conditioning system

on;
• Case 8: 100% of the windows open and 100% of the doors open. Air conditioning

system on;
• Case 9: 100% of the windows open and doors closed. Constant air filtration flow (550

m3/h) through a HEPA 14 filter. Air conditioning system on;
• Case 10: 50% of the windows open and 50% of the doors open. Constant air filtration

flow (550 m3/h) through a HEPA 14 filter. Air conditioning system on;
• Case 11: 100% of the windows open and 100% of the doors open. Constant air filtration

flow (550 m3/h) through a HEPA 14 filter. Air conditioning system on;
• Case 12: 100% of the windows open and doors closed. Constant air filtration flow (550

m3/h) through a HEPA 14 filter. Air conditioning system on.

Throughout all the tests, the outdoor temperature was in the range of 8 to 10 ◦C, which
represents a typical winter situation in Valladolid (Spain).

The results obtained in the tests are summarised in Table 3 and Figure 9, which reflect
the average values of the sensors distributed within the room.

Table 3. Aerosol concentration decay time to 10µm/mm3.

Case
Concentration Decay Time

10 µm Particles
Range between 3250 and 200 µg/mm3

Case 1 >45 min
Case 2 29 min
Case 3 17 min
Case 4 24 min
Case 5 33 min
Case 6 19 min
Case 7 18 min
Case 8 15 min
Case 9 10 min

Case 10 8 min
Case 11 6 min
Case 12 18 min
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5. Discussion
5.1. Conclusions Derived from the Results

From these tests, the following general conclusions can be derived:

• The combined action of natural ventilation, the air conditioning system (with 50% of
outdoor air) and the filtering device is the strategy that removes particles and aerosols
in the shortest time (Case 11);

• Guaranteeing a mixture flow pattern through the air supply of the air conditioning
system enables, in all cases, the best performance (Cases 6 to 11);

• If the exterior and interior conditions allow it, natural ventilation achieves very good
results (Case 3). However, natural ventilation does not offer reliable particulate
removal conditions due to its chaotic and unpredictable nature. The measurements
made were taken at a certain moment and cannot be considered as the average of
conditions that can be guaranteed. On the other hand, natural ventilation causes an
unacceptable interior temperature drop far from comfort conditions;

• In the event that the windows are closed to prevent the entry of outside air without
conditioning in winter (taking into account thermal comfort), the simultaneous use
of the filtering device and the air conditioning system with outside air supply (Case
12) reaches average values analogous to a natural ventilation regime, with the added
guarantee of controlling the stability of the ventilation process;

• The results obtained when the opening surface of the windows and doors is reduced
to 50%, in combination with the operation of the air conditioning system (with 50%
outdoor air supply) and the filtering device (Case 10), reach similar quality standards
to the best case study. The relative advantage is a better quality of the thermal
environment with respect to the complete opening.

5.2. Verification of the Ventilation Conditions

Finally, after the previous comparative analysis, the classroom under study was
subjected to a test under typical conditions, that is, with 29 students and a teacher during
the usual course of a class. During the test, the outside temperature was 3 ◦C on average,
so the openings were partially closed (50% of their surface) in a similar way to Case 11.

In this case, the tracer gas was the CO2 concentration. Although CO2 is not a pollutant
since its concentration was far from dangerous levels for health, it is nevertheless a good
indicator of the emission of human bioaerosols, because it is strictly related to them.

The classroom was intermittently occupied (from 9:00 to 11:00 on Tuesday and Wednes-
day, and from 9:00 to 12:00 on Thursday). However, the total CO2 concentration remained
very low (maximum values of 515 ppm with an outdoor CO2 concentration of 400 ppm),
as shown in Figure 10.
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Under these circumstances, the combination of these three ventilation mechanisms
can be considered as a means to strengthen the prevention measures adopted in the
studied classroom.
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6. Conclusions

In conclusion, it can be affirmed that it is necessary to strengthen prevention mecha-
nisms against the risk of contagion of SARS-CoV-2 in buildings lacking centralized con-
trolled mechanical ventilation systems, where the main strategy consists of window open-
ing to promote natural ventilation.

The most appropriate methodology needs to address the characterization of each of
the possible strategies in the building. In the case studied, the protocol adopted consisted
of the combination of natural ventilation, the maximization of the outdoor air supply
through the air conditioning system, and the use of filtering devices. Simultaneously, the
basic conditions of social distance, occupation, use of masks and guidelines for the use and
cleaning of the building must be met.

As a final note, it is necessary to mention that throughout the 2020/2021 school year
with 100% face-to-face teaching, there was no case of contagion among students and
teachers inside the classrooms of the centre.
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